Abstract-With the rapid growth of networks digital information on the internet, the development and application of information retrieval technology is becoming inevitable. Based on the study of search engine and mobile search engine, according to the development of current technology, we experts put forward the cloud retrieval system model. The model consists of the cloud information layer, cloud retrieval cluster system, the user query box. The cloud retrieval cluster system consists of the cloud collecting layer, the cloud processing layer, the cloud index layer, the query layer of clouds, the cloud interface layer, data storage stratus layer, the cloud retrieval monitoring system, the clouds management system and scheduling system. In this paper, it is researched the function that the core level should complete and the core technology detailedly, and it has accomplished this model. The results of testing the model is shown that the system function can realize correctly, its performance is good and steady. The demonstration of this model gives the retrieval technology of massive information a scheme to develop thinking. Index Terms-cloud retrieval system, cloud computing, clouds collecting layer, cloud index layer, parallel index
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I. THE ELICITATION OF THE MODEL OF CLOUD RETRIEVAL
Recently, the U.S. Agency for International Data Corporation and EMC Corporation jointly issue a latest research report of which the title is 《 Economic constraints, the "Digital Universe" expansion expand》. It is that the digital content of the whole world approach to 500billion GB, its operating cost is about of 12 trillion dollars. IDC estimates that if we print out the contents of these data and bound into books, its height is enough to more than 9 times of the distance between Pluto and the earth. If we convert the production rate of the digital content to the thickened rate of books, the rate is faster than the fastest space rocket of the NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration ). According to the above visual example, it makes us deeply feel the rapid growth of data, and digital information has become massive information. The generation of massive information makes the development and application of information retrieval is becoming inevitable.
In the autumn of 2006, Google put forward a concept named "cloud computing", cloud computing is the development of parallel computing, distributed computing and grid computing. Cloud computing is the result that virtualization, utility computing, infrastructure as a service ( IaaS ), platform as a service ( PaaS ), software as a service ( SaaS ) etc., all the concept mixed, evolved and jumped, that is cloud computing makes massive information become clouds group.
According to Google's "cloud computing", Baidu's "box Computing" and the trends of the current search engine, We put forward that cloud retrieval will be the main Momentum of the next generation of Internet. Cloud retrieval is the information retrieval based on cloud computing and box computing, and more is to provide services based on cloud computing. For users, as long as there are terminal unit that can connect in the Internet, they can use this terminal unit to input the information they want to know, cloud retrieval system will automatically retrieve the clouds layers quickly, and find the information of users need, rapidly pass the feedback to the users.
II. THE FRAME OF THE MODEL OF CLOUD RETRIEVAL
The model of cloud retrieval system consists of cloud information layers, cloud retrieval cluster system and user query box. The cloud retrieval cluster system consists of cloud collecting layer, cloud processing layer, cloud index layer, cloud query layer, cloud interface layer, data storage layer cloud, cloud retrieval monitoring system, cloud management and scheduling system, its structure is showed in Figure 1 .
Cloud Acquisition Layer uses network robots to collect the information from the Cloud Information Layer. In order to improve Search performance, The whole set of processes running for robot will take the mode of parallel processing, that is, The work of collecting the web information will finished by multiple robots which are distributed on multiple computers. In order to coordinate the scheduling task reasonably, we design a coordinator to work with multiple robots. Coordinator will make logical division to the network which are need to search, and then assigned to the robot. The robot will downloading the web page which it is responsible for in itself logical division, and they can exchange the downloading tasks with each other by the coordinator, except that, we will store the web pages in the local storage, and the robots will communicate with each other by the high-speed local area. But it will cause the degradation of system performance because of communication of the network frequently. So the robots will take the mode of batch processing, they will store the URL temporarily which will send to coordinator, and the robot exchange datum when the storage reach to the certain number. In this communication, the robots will give their own store URL to the coordinator, and then get the new URL from the coordinator. Finally, the search results will be stored into the storage clouds by the coordination. This had to climb up the URL in the kinds of information through the internal code conversion, web page structure analysis, denoising, extract text, link analysis, at the same time the robots will judge the links whether useless or not, and will be moved the if useless, the thread of each robot draw off the URL information from the crawling web pages and store it to the URL extraction library. Cloud processing layer will cure the information, that is, the collected information must be filter firstly, remove duplicate link of the network, control code, and useless information. And in order to improve the retrieval efficiency, in the processing layer, cloud retrieval system uses text classification program to classify web pages to achieve the fast, accurate information on the search page, then word program participle the collecting the raw received information word processing, get entry sequence documents, and to use a certain model of the information which constitute the information model.
Cloud index layer uses inverted index technology to complete cloud retrieval, it uses the indexing process to get the entry sequence of the original document compiling the index entry operation in the previous step. That is, scanned entry sequence file, generated raw data index table, and completed the conversion of data format to accommodate the main index of input requirements. In order to improve the response speed, the index should be placed in the memory queue. In order to reduce storage space, it not only need to do the index compression, but also to sort the index page. It's necessary to use multiple or multi-level index when the amount of data expanded to the index can not be directly. Finally all the retrieved information need store into a distributed storage clouds.
The storage cloud is mainly to study the storage structure of information, refined to interact with each layer, it will need to design different storage structure and data distribution methods. Users choose the type of retrieval according to any query terminal, then a query message will be send to query layer cloud through the cloud interface layer. This layer is to scan, search and compare the information. That is, Using the inquiry procedure to search the relevant information of the original document, then uses the method of sorting process which is using the weight calculation, in the end to sort out the results after completed, then the search results will be send to eventually users through the cloud layer interface.
Clouds gathering layer uses the network robots to collect the information of the cloud information layer together, Cloud processing layers of the information processing, cloud index layer uses the Inverted Index technology to achieve cloud search, and stores all the retrieved relevant information that be searched in the storage clouds distributed. The users can pass the information which they want to search to the cloud interface layer through any queries Terminal and the cloud interface layer, this layer does the scanning, searching, and contrast treatment, through the cloud interface layer, it sends the search results to users. During this period, the storage stratus and monitoring systems monitor all the processes, cloud management systems and dispatching system is responsible for handling exceptions, the role of them were different, but are both intended to enable all processes completing the task stably and efficiently. For the characteristic that the scale of cloud retrieval cluster is large-scale, we divided all the nodes into several groups, each group contains a number of nodes to maintain the independence between the groups. At the same time, we select a number of workstations that have good performance, storage capacity, high bandwidth, to manage other working nodes within the group, for retrieve distributed, parallel-oriented to provide the most reliable support. In order to improve retrieval efficiency, and achieve distributed execution among between the layers, the function modules within each layer achieve parallel execution, the working scheduling is completed by the cloud management and scheduling system, which is like a butler program, concertedly handling the work of cloud retrieval. The cloud monitor software monitors the "peaceful coexistence" of the entire cloud retrieval system, such as monitoring whether there are too intensive visits from a single source IP address and so on. Only under such a framework of the cloud retrieval, we can achieve improvements on the scale, speed, accuracy, comprehensiveness and others of massive information The cloud retrieval cluster system searching, and but the major changes in working methods of the system will enhance the user's search experience.
III. THE REALIZATION OF THE CORE LAYER OF THE CLOUD RETRIEVAL SYSTEM MODEL
The model of cloud retrieval system uses Vim+Linux as the development platform, builds based on C++ and RubyOnRails, used the GCC to compile, use Vim to complete the working of coding, and project uses AutoTools to manage and automation to compile the deployment, uses Lighttpd to design running server. Using a developing model of one-stop services, based on the different characteristics which they are embodied in each layer, thus providing a more intelligent and personalized service.
A. The research of Cloud collecting Layer
The work process of the cloud collecting layer is first to collect the information on the Internet, then to preprocess information that is collected, to extract the URL information, to store the URL information in the original repository of URL, to transcode the web documents that will be obtained as the final data format in accordance with the design and store in the database. Therefore, the main function of clouds collecting layer includes: the Simulation achievement of HTTP protocol, the encoding conversion of web page files, the achievement of URLRank algorithm, the extraction algorithms of URL, the preservation of the state of robots crawling, the achievement of multi-threaded robot, the flow control of the robot program, the definition of original data file storage format and so on.
In order to improve the searching performance of the robot, the set entire process of the robot running uses the way of parallel handling, that is making multi-robots which were distributed on multi-computers do the work of web content collection simultaneously. In order to make it better to exchange information between computers, computers and databases, we design the parallel coordination to control the entire distributed computer cluster. Coordinator divides the network connection which needs to be searched logically, then distributes the logical connecting partitions that have been divided rationally to the robot. Each robot is responsible for downloading web pages within their own logic partition and through the coordinator to exchange the storage of downloading task each other, the main algorithm of robots is shown in Figure 2 .
1) The simulation HTTP protocol Through the interpretation of HTTP protocol, package and achieve simulation HTTP protocol, and work out the appropriate interface, it makes network robot convenient to use and construct different HTTP requests in order to achieve efficient use of program code. Using C language to achieve HTTP protocol must pass the Socket to have a simulation, and achieve the communication between the Web servers. HTTP Socket class declared outset, this class mainly achieves some methods the HTTP protocolrelated, such as the connection with the Web server, sending the request, access to Head information, access to web information, and closing the connection and so on. And then focus on achieving the sending and parsing of HTTP protocol. The sending of HTTP protocol includes the sending of header information packaging that HTTP requests; the parsing of HTTP protocol includes the parsing of the head part that the Web server returns and body, as well as the disposed of a status of different treatment that server returns. 2) The encoding conversion of the Web documents When Web robots climb a lot of information on the Internet ,the coding that different web server uses is different, including UTF-8, GBK, GB2312, GB18030 ……and many other web pages encoding formats, but the encoding used under Linux servers is all the UTF-8. Thus, when climbing the data file of different Web pages, the first thing you need to do is encode the conversion, and need to design the appropriate encoding converter.
In accordance with HTML standards, in the <meta> sub-tag of the<head> </ head> tag using "charset" attribute indicates the encoding standard of Web page file. The transcoding algorithm first reads the "charset" attribute in the Web page "meta" tags. If you read it, then conduct code conversion, and continue to carry out the next function; if you do not find the code tags, it is necessary to test the encoding of Web page file. Testing method is to traverse all types of common coding information, until the status of code return success, and then carry out the next step.
In Linux, it is mainly using iconv() function for encoding conversion, the parameters that iconv() function is required are: the type of target encoding, the type of transcoding, the stored pointer of the target data, a stored pointer of transcoding Data. If the conversion is successful, it indicates the data type of the original code is the coding of "from_code" encoding; if unsuccessful, continue conversion until the conversion is successful.
3) UrlRank algorithm There exists a matter of data update time for the cloud retrieval, it is not real-time for all the data that can be Transform code for the source code of web page; Store the web source; add the URL A to the database that has already been visited; } searched. For the cloud retrieval, the phase-change of static web page files is much smaller than that of dynamic pages, so you can base on the structure of URL to design a method to calculate the URL weights. That is for a URL link, if the directory structure where the web document locates is deep, it's defaulted that its importance can be on the relatively low; if the parameters that the page files passed are too many, this page on the default has a large dynamic changes, it will reduce the weigh of URL page accordingly. Eventually forms a maximum of 10, gradually decreasing UrlRank algorithm.
B. The Study of Cloud Processing Layer
The main function of the cloud processing layer includes: receiving data from the original web page files, defining the participle sub-algorithm, Chinese word processing, English word processing, the processing of quantifiers and numbers, punctuation handling, the research of the storage format of row index and other functions.
1) The Detailed definition of input format Cloud processing layer reads data and resects words from the originals data files that are stored in the network robot, so the segmentation process must parse out each data file from the original data file, read out starting position of a web page file in the original data file and record other information of this web data file, so need to design a new data structure: data structure of page information, named HtmInfo. The data structure of this page information records the URL of the web page, the position pos starting offset, the end position of the offset posEnd, page data content "content". And then passes the data by the format of Figure 3 to the cutting device, the cutting device will cut word for the data content and store the segmentation results in the outcome document. 2) The core algorithm of cloud processing layer: segmentation Segmentation algorithms generally use two matching programs, which are the maximum matching segmentation forward, the minimum matching segmentation reversed, and then the words well segmented are generated according to a certain format is row index file is stored. This system model uses the forward maximum matching algorithm to cut words, in the process of achieving algorithm it recognizes quantifiers, time, English, punctuation and other different types of words, so that it makes the results of segmentation more accurate, and segmentation devices is more intelligent, Figure 4 shows the processes of segmentation system of cloud processing layer. First, after reading a section of the text, the segmentation device cut the vocabulary words by maximum length, based on system-defined words, at the beginning of each segmentation cycle, it records that the state of the current cycle is Chinese, English, characters, numbers, and then cut words by different word processing. If it is figures, it will judge whether it is the decimal fraction, the year or a quantifier? If it is English, directly separate it into different English words; if it is Chinese, then enter the Chinese forward maximum matching algorithm for segmentation. If there are some words that doesn't exist in the dictionary terms, such as "is", "yes" and so on, then dispose it as a word break. It uses the "/" to separate between the different nature of the words, and ultimately store the segmentation results in row index file.
3) Design the storage format of data file When Segmentation is completed, generally there are two kinds of data storage formats, one is the data format of a dictionary, one is the data storage format of the segmentation results, Figure 5 shows the data storage format of the segmentation results.
In the storage structure, each unit includes three lines. The first line is the Web page URL, it is the unique identify of the information in the Web page; The second line shows the start position and end position of migration of the content of this article in the original data file pages; The third line records the result of segmentation. It uses "/" to separate between the results. This program can only record the position of some words in segmentation results, rather than record a text messages, it greatly reduces physical storage space and indexing retrieval speed of the index file.
C. The study of cloud index layer
The cloud index layer is the basis of that the cloud retrieval can quickly find the information. According to the in-depth studies for the inverted index technology, put forward the improving program---aggregated address inverted index. Aggregated address inverted index technology can effectively achieve to determine several consecutive keyword indexes, it uses the words and terms start the segmentation device; while (segmentation has not finished) { read the web page information from the original web page files; pack the information of web pages into a structure, enter the segmentation device; while (article segmentation has not finished) { if (Chinese) Chinese word processing; if (English) English word processing; if (digital) data processing; record segmentation results; } } close page files; as index entry to design an efficient index structure. Aggregated address inverted index technology can expand every index database into different storage nodes in the system, it is convenient to use parallel distributed index database in the system, improve its performance of high concurrency. It not only ensures a high data density, but also improves the flexibility of indexing, decreasing the technical difficulty of indexing, indexing has greatly enhanced the efficiency of that the system is making indexes at the same time. Aggregated address inverted index splits the index body into two parts. The first part is that the index of each entry constitutes a separate library, which we call the index dictionary. In the library, each record records which documents it appears in and each location where it appears in documents, as shown in Table 1 . The index dictionary is mainly used to quickly navigate to the position of the appropriate keywords stored in the inverted table, as the index dictionary is very small, it can be completely permanent memory, ready for the user's queries. It alleviates the I/O burden to some extent. Inverted file according to a certain category of mechanism will store the index in the system disk, the system uses the distributed storage strategy, storing index classification in different nodes, you can quickly search the needed index information in a smaller scale. This is due to a certain extent, reduce the problem of inversion table which makes too much I/O overload. Among that the data block structure shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 . The data block structure
Inverted table uses the keywords "Word" to identify, uses the "length" of the interception of information as length, and the following is a structure array of the detailed information of keyword appearing in each document. The "Score" is the total number of word frequency appearing; "Pos" is the pointer position where the word appears in the file; "Type" is the information type of word in the document. "Others" is the subsidiary information of the word, which is used to expand, its information is temporarily empty.
After setting the aggregate address inverted index table, we get a certain degree of relevance ranking when we store the detailed URL information by the word frequency and the location where the word is, which will make the order of URL information stored. When searching the information, if the URL information exceeds a certain threshold value in the search, it will be taking a series of information ranking in the front as key information, while ignoring poor correlation information. This makes that the index content can be located quickly, reduces the inverted form of visits, and indirectly, makes the document compressed to a certain extent. Figure 7 shows the basic functions of the cloud query layer. The index scanner reads the index tables from the main index database to the finder, after the finder makes some set operations and weighting operations, the finder delivers them to the multi-word processor to handle and make further weighting, and finally delivers them to the sorter to sort and exports them to the query front-end.
D. The research of the cloud query layer
1) The detailed definition of the index scanner The function of the index scanner is to scan index files, from which it can parse the document lists, that is, word frequency and location array that the documents correspond to. The description of the algorithm of the index scanner is shown as Figure 8 . 2) The detailed definition of the finder The finder in virtue of index the place where the key words in documents quickly, and calculates the degree of association and sorts in accordance with the setting rules. The finder algorithm is described as follows:
a) Calling the index scanner to read each search keyword corresponding to the index database in turn b) Merging the document lists c) Calculating weighting, and filtering the document of the low quality d) exporting the sort results 3) The detailed definition of the degree of association ranking algorithm
When we enter a keyword to search, the excepted result is that the more and the longer the matched keywords are, the more preceding the place of results is. This requires to sorting the degree of association of web pages by weight, and sending the information that has the high degree of association back to the client. After indepth study of the numerous experiment comparison, sum up the following method of calculating weights, that is, first using Page rank algorithm to conduct a comprehensive filtering for web pages that meet requirements, and take web pages above a certain threshold value; and then use the following combination frequency and the location of keywords algorithm to reset the web content priority level, eventually returning the information the users require. Experiments show that this can ensure a high enough correlation without a waste of computing resources.
PR(A)=(1-d）+d(PR(T1)/C(T1)+…+PR(Tn)/C(Tn)) Among it, PR(A) is a web level of page A; PR(T1) is a web level of page T1, and page T1 links to page A; C(T1) is the number of links out of the page; d is a damping coefficient, of which values is between 0-1. v=∑10n+∑(10×k2)+∑Dis() The "n" is the times of the current keywords appearing in the current documents, that is word frequency. Word frequency is the number of words appearing in Web pages. When the times of a word appearing in a web page is more higher, it explains it has the high degree of association of keywords. However, the higher the frequency of a word appearing in a variety of pages is, the lower it correlates with the theme; "k" is the length of the current matching consecutive keywords sequence; Dis() is the function of the distance form the n to n-1 words, and you can get Dis()=500/[(Xn-Xn-1)*(Xn-Xn-1)].
4) The detailed definition of the document summary generation algorithm
The program generates the summary of the current documents aim at searching words, which is used to display on the result displayed pages. The algorithm the former 20 entries where the positions of the longest matching sequence from the multi-pattern matching algorithm takes, and takes the back 20 entries to form a document summary, which can be perfectly shown the content of the key words in the document. The description of the document summary generation algorithm is shown as Figure 9 . 
5) The non-back multi-words continuously pattern matching algorithm
The non-back multi-words pattern matching algorithm has solved searching and sequencing in case of a number of keywords, which is to find the continuous entries that have the same keyword sequence which is all or part of the key words from the index list. In the search process 
E. The research of the data storage stratus
The data storage layer clouds play a supportive role in the whole cloud retrieval system architecture, implement the separation storage of programs and data， and data storage of each layer as "clouds", and implement data interaction between the cloud layer and the main body of the cloud retrieval system, which includes the cloud acquisition layer, the cloud processing layer, the cloud index layer and the cloud query layer. The data storage layer clouds use the method of centralized storage, which can improve storage efficiency and reduce the complexity of the massive data management, and user-centered, improve the application performance and availability. No matter what terminals that users apply are, What the cloud retrieval cluster system can recognize is merely its logical mirroring, which makes the data storage layer clouds can focus on the data management and operation, without worrying about the problem that the re-allocation needs to shut down and the start causes data loss, and ensures of the user's normal use. The following is the detailed data interaction in each layer:
In the cloud acquisition layer, the system will use the URL repository to extract as the URL information library, and then store the information of the original web page files; after the segmentation of the cloud processing layer, the system separates the original web documents entered into single vocabularies, uses "/" to separate words, and the final segmentation results will be stored in a separate participle library, the storage in accordance with a specific format is mainly achieved through a specific WordOutFile; In the cloud index layer, the system through the index program generates an index for the importing entry sequence files, to improve the finder to find the storage location of the original data， to extract metadata and generate the performance the of summary information, and finally store them in the index database; In the cloud query layer, when the search terms are as the keywords to search, the system directly reads a document list which contains the entries from the index library and sort them in accordance with the number the documents appear. The cloud retrieval system through the use of the cloud management and scheduling system puts the data that generate in different stages to classify storage, achieves effective data management further and implement personalized search for users analysis.
IV. SYSTEM OPERATION AND TEST RESULTS
After the exploitation of the cloud retrieval system model is completed, by the way of comprehensive tests and stress tests to test the system, it can guarantee the quality of the system. After testing each subsystem separately and making sure that each subsystem works well, we associate with each subsystem together and make a comprehensive test to the whole system. Recollect data, cut up words, make up index, and send the query requirement the front-end, analyze returned results, analyze the background logs, and make a comprehensive test analysis.
The cloud retrieval system in the real application scenario has a relatively high using frequency, in order to verify the performance and work situation of the system under the circumstance of high pressure, and the system is tested by the pressure. The test method is mainly to use software to simulate randomly various keyword combinations to make the stress test of 200 times per second concurrent requests assembly. The test is completed in the charge of using 10 processes to provide services on the server including the 4-core Xeon processor and the 2G memory. Statistical results show that the system can respond to 200 requests per second. The test results show that the system functions are correctly implemented, and the performance acts well and stably. After the system has run online for some time, through the log monitoring, it shows that there is no abnormalities found and no error reports received in the system. The incomplete place of the system model is that the index doesn't support dynamic innovation, and the innovation of the index database every time is only to rebuild the entire index device, and it doesn't dynamically increase or delete an index item on existing index database.
V. CONCLUSION
The information that the cloud retrieval faces is massive, the formats and the structure of information are various, and the quality of information is ragged, the content that it refer to is extensive. The user community that cloud retrieval faces is not a relatively neat users. Therefore, what the cloud retrieval gives is not a narrowrelated sequence, but the statistical integration of priority order that reflects a variety of factors, such information that reflects is popular, without considering the personality differences between different users. In fact, different users have distinctive personality due to the different factors such as the level of education, working environment, they wish the cloud retrieval can provide personalized service, that is, the query results in line with the user's individual needs. In order to achieve personalized cloud retrieval, it comprehends and counts the web data mining and the behavior of user. According to the iterative interaction between the user and the cloud retrieval system, the system will ultimately provide users with personalized services. To analyse the user's all kinds of information and to establishing the user access model is the key of building personalized cloud retrieval system model.
